The Executive Committee considered the following reports:

(a) Engineering Sub-Committee. LCS(53)/A/R/1 (Final).

Accepted, subject to deletion of "usually" and substitution of "at times" in para. 3c, line 2.
(Agreed that the alteration be made in manuscript).

(b) Security Sub-Committee. LCS(53)/S/Report (Final Draft).

A number of amendments were agreed and the paper will be reissued in revised form.

(c) Operational Requirements Sub-Committee.

(i) LCS(53)/OR/R(1) (Final Draft) - Expression of Security Requirements.

Accepted, the word "Draft" to be deleted from the reference.

(ii) LCS(53)/OR/R(3) (Final Draft) - Transmission Security.

Accepted subject to addition of the following at the end of para. 2:-
"The Operational Requirements Sub-Committee noted that the CANUKUS J.C.-E.Cs have certain aspects of some of these problems under consideration but accept the recommendation of the Security Sub-Committee that the whole problem should be examined comprehensively by the proposed Working Groups."
This paper will be reissued in revised form.

(iii) LCS(53)/OR/R(4)(Section I - First Draft) - Off-line Machines.

This paper was re-drafted and will be reissued in revised form.

Conference Secretary